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Injections of wheatgerm agglutinin conjugated with horseradish peroxidase (WGA-HRP) were placed in the middle temporal visual area (MT) of squirrel monkeys to reveal the distributions of interconnections with functionally distinct modules in areas 17 and 18.
In agreement with previous reports, brain sections cut pa~'allel to the surface of manually flattened cortex and reacted for cytochrome
oxidase (CO) revealed CO dense blobs in area 17 and alternating CO dense thick and thin bands separated by CO light interbands in
area 18. Alternate sections stained for myelin indicated that the CO light interblobs and interbands are more densely myelinated than
the CO dense blobs and bands. Our major finding is that projections from MT to areas 17 and 18 are both to modules projecting to MT
and modules projecting to other targets. In area 17, the cells in the middle layers projecting to injection sites in MT typically were distributed in several short merging and diverging rows, suggesting the convergence of projections from several matched orientation columns in area 17 to the restricted injection site in MT. Backward projections from MT to more superficial layers in area 17 were distributed more evenly across cortex and over a wider area of cortex. These terminations were dense throughout the interblob cortex which
includes all orientation columns and neurons projecting to area 18, but were light over the blobs. As pre~iously reported, neurons in
area 18 projecting to MT were located in one set of the CO dense bands. However, these bands appeared to be thin rather than thick.
More superficial label reflecting projections from MT to area 18 was distributed over both thin bands projecting to MT and the thick
bands projecting elsewhere. The results suggest that an important function of backward connections is to integrate information across
diverging processing strew,ms.

The visual system of primates includes subcortical
stations and a number of cortical areas that are interconnected and process information in a semihierarchical fashion 6'13'17'1s. In addition, some information
is processed in parallel, and two major streams of
processing that originate in the retina, the magnocellular and parvocellular pathways, further differentiate in primary visual cortex into 3 distinct subsystems. Within these subsystems there are both forward connections which activate neurons in the next
stations, and backward connections of less certain
functions. Results from the present study both confirm the anatomical distinctiveness of the parallel
stream that is relayed from subsets of neurons in area
17 (V-I) and area 18 (V-II) to the middle temporal
visual area (MT), and provideanatomical evidence
that an important function of the backward connec-

tions of MT is to integrate processing across major
streams.
The methods followed those described in detail
elsewhere s. Under aseptic conditions, single injections of 0.05-0.1/~1 of 1% W G A - H R P were placed in
MT of 6 squirrel monkeys (Saimiri sciureus) anesthetized with ketamine hydrochlodde supplemented
with acepromazine. Two to three days later, the
squirrel monkeys received a lethal dose of sodium
pentobarbital and were perfused with saline, followed by 1% paraformaldehyde in 0.1 M phosphate
buffer (pH 7.4). Cortex was removed, manually flattened, stored overnight between glass plates in phosphate buffer with 30% sucrose, frozen, and cut parallel to the surface into 40/~m sections. Alternate sections were reacted with tetramethyl benzidine for
H R P 19. Remaining sections were reacted for cyto-
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chrome oxidase (CO) activity1°'27, or stained for myelinated fibersa.
Both the sections r e ~ t e d for CO and the sections
stained for myelin revealed MT and modular subdivisions of areas 17 and 18. MT is known to be densely
myelinated2.18,2°,26 and to have nigh levels of CO
reactivity5'23, Thus, MT was easily identified, and in
each case the injection site was completely confined
to MT. The dense injection cores were approximately one-third or less the size of MI', and the pattern of
transport indicated that the effective uptake zones
were considerably smaller. Sections through the su-

perficial layers of cortex also revealed the regularly
spaced ovals of dense C O activity in area 17 previously described as patches or blobs l°'ls'~,2~. The
Gallyas silver stain for myelin8 produced a negative
image of these CO activity patterns (Fig. 1B, 1C).
Thus, the regions of the C O blobs in the superficial
layers of area 17 stained less densely for the myelin
than the interblob regions. In middle layers of area
18, CO dense bands separated by light interbands
were apparent (Figs. 1A, 3C). Close inspection allowed the thin bands (arrows, Fig. 1A) to be distinguished from the alternating thick bands, although a

Fig. 1. Patterns of cytochrome oxidase (CO) and myelin dense regions in areas 17 and 18 of squirrel monkeys in brain sections cut parallel to the surface of manually flattened cortex. A: a section reacted for CO. Note the sharp boundary between areas 17 and 18, and
the CO dense bands in area 18. Upper arrows mark the caudal borders of two thin bands that are separated by a thick band. Other
thick and thin bands are also apparent. Although thin distinction is sometimes difficult to make, the overall pattern suggests that thick
and thin bands of dense CO ~.ctivityalternate. In area 17, the section is too deep to fully reveal the CO dense blobs, but blobs are faintly apparent in some portions of the section. B: an adjacent brain section stained for myelin. Note the alternation of myelin dense and
myelin light bands in area 18, and the dense myelination surrounding myelin-lightovals in area 17. C: a schematic superimposition of
the CO (sh~,~ded)and myelin (black) patterns showing that they are basically negative images of each other. The comparison indicates
that the CO blobs and bands are lightly stained for myelin, whilethe interblob regions and the interbands are densely myelinated. An
arrow in area 18 in A, B and C marks one of the blood vesselsthat were used to alignthe adjacent brain sections.
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difference in appearance was not always obvious.
The interbands in area 18 were densely myelinated to
form a negative image of the CO bands (Fig. 1C).
Previously, Tootell et al. 24 noted that myelin dense
bands could be seen in area 18 in unstained, freshly
cut sections, and concluded from sections stained
with Luxol fast blue that the CO bands in area 18 and
blobs in area 17 are more densely myelinated. This
difference in results suggests that Luxol fast blue and
the Oallyas silver stain can darken different components of areas 17 and 18.
Each injection produced label in restricted portions of areas 17 and 18 that varied in location in correspondence with the retinotopic organizations of area
17, area 18, and MT in primates (for review see ref.
25). Thus, injections in more rostral portions of MT
representing more peripheral vision labelled more
caudal portions of area 17 and medial and lateral
parts of area 18 also representing more peripheral
vision. Injections centered in MT produced zones of
label in area 17 that were well displaced from the
17/18 border, while injections nearer the outer border of MT resulted in label in area 17 that was closer
to the 17/18 border.
Injections in MT produced zones of label in area 17
that were quite different in distribution in the middle
and superficial layers (Fig. 2). In the middle layers of
cortex (layer 3C of Hasslerg; layer 4B of Brodmann4), neurons and fine processes were labelled in
a pattern that was discontinuous and often included
3-5 merging and diverging rows of cells within a 2-3
mm zone of cortex (Fig. 2B). While the significance
of ~his pattern is uncertain, one possibility is that
small injections in MT can be restricted to a region
with inputs from several nearby orientation columns
of similar selectivity in area 17. Thus, the bands of label in area 17 could reflect the spacing and shapes of
orientation columns in area 17. In macaque l~.onkeys, orientation columns of the same selectivity,
merge and diverge, but have an average separation
distance of about 600 ~um3'12. MT has an orderly ~rrangement of columns of cells selective for direction
of movement 1, and a given column would be expected to have converging inputs from several
matched orientation columns in area 17 (see ref. 13).
More superficially in area 17, injections in MT produced a more even pattern of anterograde label that
~ncluded fine processes but not cell bodies. This label

Fig. 2. Superficial (A) and deep (B) label in area 17 from a case
with a restricted injection of WGA-HRP in MT. Careful superimpositions with alternate sections reacted for cytochrome oxidase (CO) revealed that the widespread superficial label (A)
was dense over the interblob cortex, but light over the CO
blobs. The deeper label (B), which included neurons projecting
to MT in layer 3C, was restricted to several merging and diverging rows or bands that are reminiscent of the orientation
columns. Marker bar = 1 mm.

was dense in the interblob regions and sparse over
the blobs throughout the labelled zone (Fig. 2A).
Thus, the backward projections Is from restricted locations in MT to area 17 were distributed across
orientation columns of all selectivities, but there was
a tendency to avoid the blobs which contain neurons
that are not orientation selective 15.
The pattern of label in area 18 resulting from an
MT i~ie.ction is shown in Fig. 3. In both superficial
sections from the first 200/~m of cortex (Fig. 3A) and
deeper sections from the middle layers of cortex (Fig.
3B), the label was almost completely confined to
clumps aligned in rows that were superimposed on
the CO dense bands. As previously reported 6'22, the
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Fig. 3. The relationship of superficial (A) and deep (B) label to CO dense baads (C) in area 18 after an injection of WGA-HRP in MT.
The superficial label, reflecting te~,minations from MT, was in both the thin a~ldthick sets of CO dense bands, while the deeper label,
reflecting output neurons to MT, was in only the thin CO bands. Arrows in A, B and C mark one of the blood vessels used to align the
three sections. Marker bar = 1 mm.

deeper label, including retrogradely labelled cells,
was restricted to every other CO dense band within
the region af transport. Similar results were obtained
in the 5 other squirrel monkeys. That these labelled
neurons were within the CO thin bands, was an unexpected finding since the thick bands project to MT in
macaque monkeys 6,2e, and the thin bands project to
V4 (DL) 6,22. We have recently extended these studies (unpublished observations) and find that the
bands that project to MT in owl monkeys are thin,
while the bands that project to MT in marmosets are
about the same width as those projecting to DL. Interestingly, Livingstone and Hubel ~5 note that the
physiological properties of neurons associated with
thick and thin bands are the reverse in some macaque
monkeys of those in other macaque monkeys. Thus,
in some macaque monkeys, thin rather than thick
bands have neurons with characteristics that appear
compatible with a projection to MT. Although a consistent finding across all monkeys studied is that every other CO dense band projects to MT, width may
not be a consistent distinguishing feature of the bands
projecting to MT across and perhaps even within species.
In more superficial sections, the label in area 18
was found in fine processes rather than cell bodies.
The densest superficial label was located in the bands

that project to MT, but sparser superficial label was
in the bands that presumably project to DL (Fig.
3A). If the superficial label is the result of backward
connections from MT, as evidenced by the lack of labelled neurons and the location of label in supragranular layers known to receive input from MT 1s.2°,25,
then feedback from MT relates to neurons in two distinct processing streams in area 18, the thin and the
thick bands.
A remaining question is whether the outputs from
both areas 17 and 18 to MT reflect the information
that is relayed through the magnoceUular portion of
the lateral geniculate nucleus as seems to be the case
for macaque monkeys 7,~3.17. In squirrel monkeys,
Livingstone and Hubel t6 report that neurons in layer
4B (III C of Hassler 9) of area 17, a layer devoted to
the magnocellular pathway, project to the thick CO
stripes of area 18, while present results indicate that
thin stripes project to MT.
While MT appears to receive inputs largely from
one channel in area 17 and one channel in area 18,
the backward projections of MT appear to relate to
all three of the major processing streams emanating
from these fields. In area 17, the widespread feedback to interblob regions could modulate outputs
from both ~he layer 3C neurons projecting to MT and
more superficial neurons projecting to interbands in
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area 18 that relay tO DL 6. Backward projections from
MT to the two sets of CO bar~ds in area 18 could modulate outputs to both MT and to DL. "[~us, the backward connections of MT have the potel:~ial of mediating interactions between processing strew:ms that
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